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About This Game
This is the classic story of good old Ralph, the legendary hero from RPG Maker VX Ace, on his quest to defeat the diabolical
Demon Lord. Ralph has been reduced to Level 1, 5d3b920ae0
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Story: Minimal, but also lighthearted and made fun of various JRPG and anime tropes. Visual: Uses a lot of vanilla RPGMaker
resources except the girls. Your mileage may vary on the girls' art and CG. Gameplay: Tons of grinding but battles are very
quick and fun. The girls' skill list pretty much categorize the girls into three categories: melee attacker, magic attacker, and
support. But you can make any of the characters learn all the magic available in the game. The main character cannot level up
but there's various ways for him to raise his stats and learn skills, making him very powerful later in the game. There's also tons
of other stuff to do in the game. There's village and town upgrading (via levels), arranging furniture, challenge tower for the
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girls, extra dialogues and hot spring events for the girls, and more unlocked the further you go into the game.. I love this game to
death, I do. Music's fantastic, characters are interesting, the art is good, and the gameplay is straightforward and simple yet still
fun. But something is seriously screwy with it lately. All of a sudden one day I loaded it up to find two completely alien saves
where mine should have been. Characters I hadn't unlocked, relationships and levels swapped around. Honestly, it sorta pisses
me off. Again, I love this game to death, but I can only hope they get their stuff together. I don't think I'll be willing to play
again until my saves and progress are safe. Regardless, I can confidentially say people should be interested in the game. With the
amount of updates it gets, you'd figure it's only a matter of time until the fix whatever's wrong. Buy it now, or hold off until the
air clears.. I have enjoyed what I have played so far, that being said I get the game crashing error efevn AFTER doing the "fix".
Which makes the enjoyment of the game plummet as I can not even get through one dungeon run.. If you'd like a ton of 2D
waifus to fill that empty gap in your heart as well as a super simple yet fun rpg game to play mindlessly, you've found the game
that provides all of these. Some things I especially appreciate include: The impressive variety of girls. Hording stat boosts can
quickly turn Ralph from the weakest into the strongest character in the game imo. The humor. The soundtrack is pretty chill so
it never really gets to be annoying. If I had to complain about something, it'd be the grinding. I despise grinding in games but
with a buffed Ralph you can breeze through lower levels to get your girls caught up in no time, so it helps tremendously. It's
worth $10 no doubt. I don't think I'm even halfway, been too busy getting it on with (almost) every girl I come across.. I played
the early free one on my old laptop and played like 200 hours there. I decided to buy it because I know I will enjoy and spend a
lot of time playing. The only cons for me are crashing when using the F12 button anytime and no updates since 2016.. Game is
rather fun and it's a breath of fresh air as far as RPG's go, it gives as much as you pay for an then some. Dated a dead person, an
insane masochist and a girl who cursed me. Only to name a few buuut this games worth the buy.. This is an interesting game..
Hero and Daughter' is a silly game at its core, so don't expect a serious storyline. The interactions and cut scenes are fun though,
and there's a ton of characters (girls) for you to choose from for you team. Once you unlock them by finding enough Summon
Stone's that is. Beyond that, the game's a dungeon crawler that has you repeatedly delving into four different areas (based on
your level), gathering treasure, fighting monsters, and moving toward the Dark Lord at the end of the fourth dungeon. Simple,
but hard to put down. For the price, definitely recommend it.. DISCLAIMER: I was provided with a preview copy of the game
by the publisher. Hero & daughter+ is a fresh new approach to an already very saturated jrpg market what with the availability
& ease of use of RPG Maker, almost anyone can make an rpg game these days. The only thing is that this one truly stands apary
from the rest. Basically the story goes like this. Having been setup by his own kind, our cocky hero loses his hero level & is
forced to fight the forces of evil by teaming up with a selection of over 30+ quirky & beautiful girls who can hold their own in
any fight. These beauties are his only option and any experience he accumulates in dungeon battles, he has to pass over to them.
Genius. Absolute genius. My only gripe is that it has very low resolution & full screen just makes everything look fat & wonky.
Other than that, this game is my favorite rpg of 2016 so far.. Great game for those who love the thrill of a good grind and the
doozens of possibilities from creating your own unique party. With dozens of girls to choose from and tons of growth potential
from each character it really can get crazy. My only complaint would hav to be the random crashes that occur from time to time.
With that in mind still a great game to play.

Live3D V3.3.3 Relese Note : 1, Drama function debut! 2, according to the region, adaptive language, no longer need to set the
language manually.. Live3D V3.1.0 Relese Note : 1. User-defined models 13 tops, 12 bottoms, 3 hairstyles, 2 shoes, 2 glasses, 2
weapons, 3 pupil lights 2, "new scene" - "new scene (MP4/ photo)" 3. Add official cooperation contact information 4, new
tutorial address 5, camera compatibility optimization, more support for 30fps 720P model. 6. Popup window optimization. 7,
optimize the shortcut key display effect.. Live3D V3.3.0 Relese Note : 1. Poster function restoration 2.load page update 3.
Repair the transparent Shader 4. Customize model resources Nine hair, five tops, five bottoms, six pairs of shoes. 5.. Live3D
V3.3.1 Relese Note : 1. The color changing function of all resources. 2. Optimize the function of rotation axis for cartoon pose.
3. Global shortcut keys - background operation can also be triggered by shortcut keys.. How to import a model? : the way to
import a MMD model [tieba.baidu.com] {LINK REMOVED} the document for import a model. Live3D V3.2.0 Relese Note :
1podcast 2Virtual live broadcasting -- calibration 3Advanced Settings of virtual live broadcast function (face capture, Audio
volume control 4custom action upload 5 Ignore the shortcut function of the behavior rule 6resource Custom model Top: 28
bottom: 26 hair: 8 shoes: 3. Live3D V3.0.0 Relese Note : 1. UI revision 2. Added behavior rules, suitable for automatic live
broadcasting of singing, rap, speech, etc 3. Increase the number of shortcut keys to 21 4. Add actions, expressions and location
search functions. 5. Add character fast focusing 6. Add character rotation function.. Live3D 1.0 Release Note : There are three
new features in this version.Here is more details. 1. We use the new algorithm to improving the face track capacity.Its available
to track brow, the shape of the mouth and corners of the mouth. 2. Support to upload MMD avatars. 3. Support English. 4. The
Clip feature that you can play animation and expression by clicking one key. 5. Fix some bugs. Thanks for your long-term
support and use. I hope you can provide more comments and suggestions on Live3D in future . Next release : we will publish
Live3D 2.0, which will integrate more ai technology to bring our virtual avatar to life.
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